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England National Team and Nike Official Jointly
Published the Newly Home Soccer Jersey for

Brazil World Cup
 

March 27, 2014-England-According to the recent update from blog of wholesale-soccer-
jersey.net which is the best online seller for all sorts of cheap soccer jersey replicas,
England national football team and Nike jointly launched 2014 new home jerseys which the
design highlights the long tradition and culture of the England football and it also applies the
most advanced and innovative technology to improve the performance of football player who
wear it.

¡°People should know that the Modern football was originated in England. So, I feel very honor
to can design shirts for England,¡± Nike football global creative director Martin Loti said, ¡°We
hope THIS NEWLY DESIGNED FOOTBAL JERSEY could pay tribute to those glorious
moment of the England football history."

By the carefully viewing of the same version replica soccer jersey on online store replica
soccer jersey in china, this new released England home jersey adopts the pure white fabric
which also has fine pinstripe. The design of white ribbon at shoulder of this jersey adds this
soccer jersey the unique spot. In the designation process for this newly England home shirt,
there are main two factors which they focus on. These two factors are England white jersey
and the British knight armor in 1970¡¯s Mexico. The pinstripe of this newly jersey owns a
touch of gloss. These glossy parts as well as shoulder white ribbon designs can let people find
the feeling of armor.

Frankly speaking, this new set of jerseys has been largely inspired by the England jersey in
1970. The new white shorts apply the white ribbon design on both sides which together with
the same jersey shoulder design to create a unique effect. On the other hand, through the
laminating process analysis and special design, new shorts could be more and better fitting
with body and own both flexibility and comfortable feeling in the playing process. At rear
middle area of the short, the laser venting hole with Nike iconic logo can help expel moisture
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and keep drying condition of players¡¯ body. The new home socks are also white.

This newly home England soccer jersey also got good feedbacks from the players from
England national team. The famous England players Wayne Rooney said:¡± Whenever I wear
the England shirt, I always feel very proud and honorable and thus feeling is also the same
with the wearing for the new national jersey(www.wholesale-soccer-jersey.net ). I cannot wait
to go to Brazil and play our match with wearing for this new soccer jersey.¡±

If football fans have interesting about this newly soccer jersey or other jersey, please click the
wholesale soccer jersey to find your preferable version with lowest price.

About wholesale soccer jersey

We are proud to have developed into the largest Soccer Jersey wholesaler in China, which
wholesale soccer jersey, specializing in Cheap Soccer Jersey wholesaler, High Quality Replica
Soccer Jersey, Youth Kids Soccer Jerseys, Soccer Socks, Tracksuits and Jackets. We are
wholesaling and retailing your favorite cheap soccer jerseys of National teams, English
Premier League, Major League Soccer and Champions League teams jerseys at low price.

Contact: website: http://www.wholesale-soccer-jersey.net/
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